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Team Building with                                          
ARC Racing and Leisure Group
ACTIVITIES



Evening Activities
When the hard work ends, it’s time to unwind with these incredible evening activities.



Firebird Events invite you to a rare and unforgettable evening of drama, intrigue, laughter and excitement. This is a
murder mystery event like no other, with performances and scripting that will make you feel as though you’ve stepped
onto a film set!

You and your guests are the key witnesses to a brutal murder. You must solve the clues to crack the case and discover the
guilty party, before they strike again..! The plot… ‘Murder at Lovelace Manor’. A classic turn of the Twentieth Century 
mystery; you’ve been invited to a charity evening at the home of Lord and Lady Lovelace, when the evening suddenly takes
a turn for the worse….. As the story unfolds, no‐one avoids suspicion. Using your powers of deduction, you must analyse
the evidence needed to bring any dirty secrets and sordid lies to the fore and bring the culprit to justice.

Suitable for any size event, our murder mysteries are the perfect solution for private dinner parties, corporate 
events or as a team building activity.

Suggested format (teams/tables should between 5 ‐ 12 delegates)

Guests arrive for pre‐dinner drinks as actors mingle with your guests.
Lord Lovelace announces dinner and guests are escorted to the dining
room. The murder is committed!
Starter is served, and clue packs are handed out.
The team investigations begin, suspects are brought forward and interviewed. 
Main course is served.
The investigation continues. The final suspects are interviewed, and twists unfold.
Dessert is served. Characters mingle with guests, giving teams the chance to interview
suspects. Teams present their findings
The denouement.
Evening is brought to a close and the winning team awarded their prize.

7.00pm
7.40pm
7.45pm
8.00pm
8.20pm
8.30pm
9.00pm
9.20pm
9.45pm
10.15pm
10.30pm

What is included:

4‐6 professional actors playing 5‐7 characters, with bespoke script.
Blank firing starting pistol, provision of team names, clue packs and posting of room clues. All props and character costumes.

Site preparation and technical coordination with venue staff.

Notes

Cost: 4 actors: £1,385.00, 5 actors: £1,585.00, 6 actors: £1,845.00
Sound system: For more than 100  guests a surround sound system, radio microphones and technicians will be required, cost: £700.00 
Activity duration: Normally over dinner for 2.5 ‐ 3.5 hours

Guest numbers: 10 – 150
Our requirements: A dressing room in close proximity to the dining room, hot food and soft drinks for all performers, prize for the winning team i.e. 
bottle of Champagne



Evening Challenge.
The Evening (or Lunchtime!) Spy Challenge runs alongside a meal and is run with each table becoming team, who are competing against the other tables for

the coveted Spy Dollars! Challenges and activities are run at each banqueting table, by pooling together the groups knowledge and skills. This is usually held

on banqueting rounds of 8-10 participants, but we can be flexible on this to accommodate whatever you’d like.

This event is a great way to create interaction and communication, without disrupting the dinner service. Participants remain seated with their team whilst

special agents deploy various activities and challenges to their table. Initially, a locked briefcase is given to each team and they need to crack the code to open

the case. Once inside, a number of paper based observational challenges will test the tables knowledge and skills.

In between courses, the tables are invited to take part in further code breaking challenges, as well as a surveillance challenge after watching a short clip from a

famous James Bond film! All challenges are completed to gain as many Spy Dollars as possible, providing entertainment from the moment guests sit down at the

tables, until the meal has finished.

After dessert, all cash and answer sheets are collected and the table/team with the most Spy Dollars at the end of the evening will be crowned ‘Spy Challenge

Champions’, with each member of the team receiving a coveted winner’s medal!

Typical running times for this event is from 7.00pm – 9.30pm, but we can be flexible to suit your event.

Notes

Cost: 10 - 29 people: £795.00 event set up fee + £59.00 per head, 30 - 39 people: £795.00 event set up fee + £55.00 per head, 40 - 49 people: £795.00 event set up fee + £48.00 per head, 

50 - 99 people: £795.00 event set up fee + £41.00 per head, 100 – 200: £795.00 event set up fee + £37.00 per head, 200 – 500: £795.00 event set up fee + £29.00 per head

Activity Duration: Over a meal

Guest Numbers: 10 - 500

Our Requirements: 2 x 6ft x 2ft trestle tables for our equipment



PUB

Teams compete in a series of pub quiz rounds and
activities for prizes and the ultimate glory of being
crowned quiz champions! All the fun of a pub quiz
with classic rounds as well as added audio, visual

and practical rounds.

Rounds can include:

Intro Round (Audio Round) - Teams identify the popular song from its intro.

General Knowledge (Quiz Round) - One for the braniacs. A variety of 
general knowledge questions guaranteed to be a pain in the brain!

Observation Round (Audio & Visual Round) - Teams are shown a clip 
from a popular TV show and must watch carefully as questions

will be asked about what they’ve just seen.

Celebrity Mash Up (Visual Round) - Teams are shown famous faces 
fused together and must identify both celebrities.

Linguistic Equations (Quiz Round) - Not as scary as they sound but 
still a brain buster! Teams must identify the popular 

numerical saying. For example, 365=DIAY.

Extreme Close Up (Visual Round) - Teams must identify common 
household items that have been photographed REALLY close up!

Giraffe (Practical Round) - Teams compete to build the tallest
free-standing giraffe out of newspapers! Lots of fun but also
requires skill, science and even engineering! (Yes, honestly!)

Notes

Cost: £795.00 (event set up fee) + £24.00 per head

Guest Numbers: 10 – 200

Activity Duration: 1.0 – 2.5 hours typically over dinner

Our Requirements: Tables and chairs for guests

and 3 x 6ft x 2ft trestle tables for our equipment



Costs

10 - 50 delegates:

51 - 100 delegates:

101 - 200 delegates:

201 + delegates: 

Activity time:

£1,250.00

£2,400.00

£3,500.00

£POA

2 hour activity (6-8 races)

Let us entertain you with a night at the races…. Experience the thrill of a 
flutter on the horses, and hold on tight through an action packed evening, 
all in the comfort of your chosen venue.

Fabulously themed, and hosted by our amazing Compere, this is a fun and 
all- inclusive activity for everyone. Typically run between courses and at the 
end of dinner, our Compere will present 6 – 8 races. Using large screens and 
a professional sound system, you’ll feel as though you’re really there.

Following an engaging introduction, each table 
(team) will be given some starting fun money. You 
must then work together to decide which horse(s) to 
back and what you’re prepared to gamble at the tote 
desk. Run by our operators, our themed tote’s digital 
betting system ensures a quick pay-out!

With commentary run alongside each race, you’ll 
feel the build-up of excitement. With every race a 
close call, and the winner in doubt right up to the 
post, you’ll be put through your paces, shouting and 
cheering as you watch your horse jockeying for 
position on the home stretch. Hands down, this is 
the most entertaining, amusing and comfortable 
night at the races around – Let the racing begin !

Our requirements: 6 x 4ft of space per tote, space at the front of the room for compere and screens, a
dressing room in close proximity to the dining room, hot food and soft drinks for all operators, prize for
the winning team i.e.: bottle of Champagne



Activities can include up to 5 of the following, plus finale:

• Balloon Modelling - Teams must recreate an amazing balloon model after watching the demonstration.

• Giraffe - Create the tallest free-standing giraffe using only newspaper and sellotape. Random, but fun!

• Cake Decorating - Groups must portray their team through the medium of cake decoration!

• Doctors and Nurses - Teams are given a first aid lesson before bandaging up their team mates and sending their best patient to the front for Matron’s inspection.

• Face Painting - After a demonstration, teams must give each other a make-over with face paints!

• Plate Spinning - Master the art of plate spinning, which isn’t as easy as it looks!

• Trashy Fashion - Design and create an outfit out of bin bags, ribbons, and other craft materials for one of your team to model.
Strutting their stuff on the catwalk, they must wow the judges with your stylish garment!

• Body Parts (“Pin the Coccyx on the Sacrum”) - Teams stick pictures of unidentified body parts in the anatomically correct place on a team mate, but will they pass
our diagnosis?

• Human Conveyor Belt- Finale - The two highest scoring teams compete for the winning title in our human conveyor belt. Teams pass random objects along to
each other and are awarded points for every item they can remember. Cuddly toy included!

What is included: Standard format of 5 activities, plus finale. Game show presenter, event crew , activity instructors, PA system, music (including
Generation Game theme tune), LCD projector, big screen, scoreboard, ‘clap-o-meter’, all activity equipment, team packs and stationery and prizes

Notes
Cost: £865.00 (event set up fee) plus £36.00 per head 
Activity Duration: 1 - 3.5 hours
Guest Numbers: 10 – 600 

The De-Generation Game is a hilarious homage to the TV show that was so popular
in the 70s, 80s and 90s. Packed with seriously silly, but fantastically funny games –
this is an activity that works brilliantly as an ice-breaker or for teams who know each
other well.

Teams will need to battle it out with challenges ranging from Moari HAKA dancing to
balloon modelling and cake decoration. Does your team have what it takes to make
it through the Human Conveyor Belt to take the top prize? With everyone pulling
together, these games are brilliant for team bonding, but more than that, they are
fun. Remember, “Life is the name of the game.”



Game Show Mania 

Be a quiz show contestant, and see how well you do when the spotlight’s on you. 
Featuring a medley of activities from TV game shows, this interactive game is a classic. 

Rounds Include:

• Countdown - Attempt to make the longest word possible while the time ticks away and the annoying music plays!

• Catchphrase - Say what you see. Solve Mr Chips’ picture riddles to reveal every day phrases.

• Shooting Stars - The ‘Pub Singer’ round. Teams must guess which popular song is being sung in the hilarious pub singer style!

• The Krypton Factor - The famous observation round. Watch the comedy clip closely before answering the questions.

• Play Your Cards Right - A knock out round. Use your arrows to correctly predict whether the next card in the sequence will be higher or lower (you get nothing for a pair!)

• Generation Game - Teams must recreate an amazing balloon model after watching the demonstration.

• Task Master - A hilariously quirky round - teams can gamble their points by betting on their team mates’ performances in some fun activities. 

Notes
Cost: £995.00 (set up fee) + £24.00 per head
Activity Duration: 1 - 3 hours
Guest Numbers: 10 – 500 +
Package incudes: Game show presenter, PA system, game show music, sound effects, LCD projector, screen, team packs, stationery and fun prizes.



Great evening entertainment, unrivalled networking and the opportunity to test your 
investment skills. Antiques Auction is an ideal activity to hold around your evening dinner. 
It provides a fantastic way for your team to just relax and enjoy themselves.

As your dinner guests have their pre-dinner drinks, they are greeted by our esteemed auctioneer and 
team. With catalogue in hand, your surprised guests can then chat with each other and view the 
auction lots situated around them. Before dinner and between courses, we auction off each of the 
items to the group. They all start off with a handsome credit balance to play with, so it’s not long 
before the arm chair experts, wine buffs and art critics are sucked into the bidding wars.

After the money is spent and the risky bids are all done, Miss Funnypenny (our accounts manager) 
will cook the books to find out which table bought the bargains and swerved the red herrings. Only 
one table can be victorious but it’s hilarious to find out the ridiculous over-spending from the others!

Debate, confirm or discard is the name of the game, keeping one eye on the credit and another on 
potential dodgy deals. Our Antiques Auction is specifically designed to add tremendous fun and 
excitement to your corporate dinner without disrupting the meal. It provides an ideal opportunity 
for people to get to know each other and to find mutual interests. Participants have a great time.

Costs & Notes
10 - 20 people: £1,150.00 set up fee plus £49.00 per head
21 - 30 people: £1,150.00 set up fee plus £42.00 per head
31 - 60 people: £1,150.00 set up fee plus £28.00 per head
61 - 80 people: £1,150.00 set up fee plus £21.00 per head
Guest numbers: 10 - 80
Activity time: 2 hours (normally over a meal)



CRASHING 
WAITERS

Surprise your guests with the hugely 
popular CrashingWaiters. Mingling with 

your guests, our professional musicians will 
pose as waiters, bar staff, the chef or

Maitre d’.

After a while your guests will notice that 
some of the ‘waiting staff’ are nosier than 

expected. After a cacophony of crashes, 
guests will find that a rhythm has been

created.

Using kitchen utensils, water butts, metal trays and body percussion,
The Crashing Waiters will serve up beats, tempos and rhythms,
stunning your guests with an amazing ‘Stomp’ like performance. Then
it’s your guests’ turn to try it out, with table‐to‐table competitions
getting everyone involved. Crashing Waiters is a fast paced, fun and
interactive musical act at the top of its game, and perfect for
everyone.

What Is Included: Crashing waiters (fully costumed), kitchen utensils / other themed
instruments for guests to play and keep, selection of performance instruments, chef hats /
aprons for guest ‘soloists’ and an event never to be forgotten!

Sound requirements: For larger events a good quality recognised surround sound system,
1 x head set microphone, sound operator may be required. Firebird Events can provide the
aforementioned if required: Price from £700.00

VIDEO CLICK HERE

Notes & Costs

Number of guests Performance fee Per person fee

10‐29 £1,680.00 (2 crashing waiters)  + £4.00
30‐70 £2,170.00 (3 crashing waiters)  + £4.00
71‐100 £2,520.00 (4 crashing waiters)  + £4.00
101‐200 £2,940.00 (5 crashing waiters)  + £4.00
201‐350 £3,360.00 (6 crashing waiters) + £4.00

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9RCxTOUlQ8


Play like a pro, recreate the atmosphere of Vegas and Monte 
Carlo and get your pulse racing with a gamble on our 
impressive casino tables. Whether your game is Blackjack, 
Roulette, Poker or Craps, you can enjoy the night in style and 
get frivolous with our fun money.

From a small dinner party, to a large conference, our 
professional, friendly and experienced team can transform your 
venue into a top class casino. Package includes full size tables, 
professional croupiers, chips and Firebird fun money.

Notes

2 x tables: £995.00

3 x tables: £1,295.00

4 x tables: £1,595.00

Additional tables: £350.00 

Playing time: up to 3 hours

Table options: Roulette, Blackjack, Poker & Craps / Roll a Dice 

Blackjack / Poker: 2m x 1.5m (playing area 3m x 2m)

Roulette: 2.4 m x 1.5m (playing area 3m x 2.5m)



Enjoy the fast and furious fun of Brands Hatch, Le Mans and Monaco… in miniature! Test your speed, agility
and thumb reflexes, as you jostle for pole position on our giant custom built race track. Pit yourself against
your guests, and hope you make it to the chequered flag first. Spraying Champagne into the audience to
celebrate, is up to you!

Key Features:

• Computerised scoring (Variety of racing structures available from a fastest time competition to a points‐ 
based championship and Team Mode; We have a style to suit any event)

• Quick and easy to assemble in virtually any venue, across the UK or abroad.

• All of our racing tracks come with a skilled member of our events team to provide race commentary and 
organise the competition.

• Large scale branding opportunities; customisation of the track and cars provides a fun and unique visual 
marketing option.

• Digital display or “Top Gear” style leader board can be provided to heighten the competitive fun.

• You can have multiple Giant Scalextric tracks at an event, we can provide up to 10 per event!

Notes:

Cost:  £1,095.00

Activity duration: up to 3 hours

Space required: from 4.5m wide x 2.2m deep

For video CLICK HERE

https://youtu.be/q5mzM-4sM38


Event Management and Notes

Event Management

Notes

From conception through to delivery, our dedicated team will ensure that every detail of your event is taken care of, leaving you free to enjoy your day. Rest assured we can provide all the support you
need…

Our Event Management packages can include the following (as required):

• Coordination with venue staff over technical requirements

• Site visit prior to event

• Site plans for large scale events

• CAD drawings to determine room layouts

• Provision of Health and Safety documents ie: Risk Assessments

• A professional and friendly onsite Event Manager for the duration of the event

Eventmanagement requirements will be discussed on an individual event basis and quoted for accordingly - POA

• All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.

• All prices are subject to availability.

• Prices may be subject to change.

• All prices where an event set up fee is stated are subject to the relevant per head fee on top.

• Some services or items may be subject to minimum order fee.

• Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.

• Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance).

• Soft or hot drinks (weather dependent) should be provided for our team throughout the duration of the event.

• Depending on length of the event, hot food may be required for the team.

This document is the property of Firebird Events Ltd. It includes information, advice, recommendations and prices that are of a strictly confidential nature. Therefore the document is tendered on the express understanding that its contents are copyright

and that the ideas and recommendations expressed in it are, and remain, the intellectual property of Firebird Events Ltd. It should be understood that no information contained in this document should be divulged to any third party without our prior

written consent. In instances where a breach of this copyright is brought to our attention, please be advised that it is company policy to take necessary actions to protect our intellectual property in the event of imitation or any other such use of the

content of this and similar documents.

Copyright



Team Building Testimonials

“The activities went down a storm, with much laughter and frivolity. The picture we 
painted and then put together afterwards was nothing short of incredible.”

Collective Solutions for Axial Systems

“All of your staff were helpful, friendly and professional, I really couldn’t fault them. 
The activities were fun and everyone was included. I wouldn’t hesitate to 

use Firebird Events again!” 

Crystal Maze, Rodeo Bull & Gladiator Jousting for Cadline

“Amazing as always! Your team were absolutely first class and really added to the 
enjoyment! Somehow we need to raise the bar again for 2020!”

The Cube Team Event for Aviator

“Fantastic team, brilliant event, everyone was still talking and laughing 
about it the next day, thank you“

Murder Mystery for VMWare

“Such a fantastic company with incredible event options. I was absolutely delighted 
with the whole day, the support on the lead up and on the day was also amazing, really 

reassuring. Everyone is still talking about the fun we had 
- you have helped me to set the bar.”

Country Pursuits for Capital Group Companies Global

“The client had an absolute ball with the CEO shouting at the top of his voice on the rib 
“This is the best day ever!!” Everyone loved it, so thanks for everything”

Rib Blast Treasure Hunt on behalf of Clear Partners Ltd

“The activity was so much fun, such a great one to encourage team work ....thank you 
for your support, the team are well aware who provided this, 

it’s one we will recommend I promise”

Chocolate Factory Challenge for Four Seasons UK Collection Event 

“It was a great event!  Have to say I haven’t seen our team laughing and enjoying 
themselves like that for a long time. The tasks that were set were excellent, all different 
and challenging in different ways.  I’m so pleased with how smoothly everything went, 

a big thank you to you and all the team!!”

GPS Treasure Hunt for Syngenta



Team Building Highlights


